
My Interventions in the International
Health Regulations 2005 e-petition (2)

Preet Kaur Gill:

We all know that Rwanda is just a gimmick by this Government, and I think
that I have already set out my position very clearly. I will continue to make
my remarks so that the Government are absolutely clear as to where we stand
on this issue.

I am pleased that the zero draft highlighted that states must retain
sovereignty, and that the implementation of the regulations

“shall be with the full respect for the dignity, human rights and fundamental
freedoms of persons”.

I ask the Minister to take this opportunity to update us on the progress
being made in negotiations over the amendments and the draft text. Can he
reassure our constituents that the Government would not sign up to anything
that would compromise the UK’s ability to take domestic decisions on national
public health measures?

John Redwood (Wok) (Con):

I do not understand the hon. Lady’s argument. This amendment to the
regulations would mean that the WHO could decide that there was a health
crisis in our country, whether we thought there was or not. It could then
tell us how we had to handle it in far more detail than its advisory work
during the covid crisis—it would be mandatory. What does she not understand
about that and why does she not disagree with it? [Interruption.]

My Speech in the International Health
Regulations 2005 e-petition

John Redwood (Wokingham) (Con):

I hope that the Minister will listen very carefully to the debate and the
petitioners, because it would be a grave error were the Government to sign a
treaty that gives away important powers over the future conduct of health
policy. It is wrong to give to the WHO the sole power to decide when there is
an emergency, and it is wrong to give away our powers of self-decision were
such an emergency to be visited upon us.
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We are, of course, members of the WHO, and I think we all agree that we
should continue to be members of the WHO. We should share our information; we
should draw on its research, and it will draw on research and knowledge in
this country, where there is much medical and pharmaceutical company
expertise, and together, as collaborators, we may get to better answers in
the future. However, it would be quite wrong to vest the power of decision in
people so far away from our own country who are not in full knowledge of the
local circumstances.

Before any such power is vested in the WHO, there should be a proper inquiry
and debate about how it performed over the course of the most recent covid
pandemic. Why, for example, did the WHO seemingly concentrate on vaccines,
rather than other methods of handling the problem? Why was there the delay or
difficulty in testing existing drugs, which had already passed proper safety
procedures and might have had beneficial or easing effects for those who got
the condition? Why was more work not done on use of ultraviolet light behind
the scenes in airflow systems, to clean up air when circulating? Why was more
consideration not given to isolation hospitals and health centres, given
that, unfortunately, quite a lot of the disease was spread through health
premises. With the use of isolation, other healthcare could have continued
during the course of covid treatment without so much cross-contamination
within general hospitals. Why were there not recommendations and advice on
isolation?

Why was there not more careful consideration of whether it would be better to
concentrate on ensuring that those who were most vulnerable were protected
from the presence of the disease as much as possible, rather than trying to
lock down whole populations and then having to make exemptions so that we
could keep the lights on and some food could be delivered to people’s homes?
There was something rather arbitrary about who was allowed to go to work and
who was not.

Why was more work not done by the WHO on cleaning up the data? We were given
comparisons between countries, but when we looked beneath the data, we
discovered that those countries were using very different definitions of what
a covid death was. In individual countries, under the impact of the wave of
the disease, there were often great difficulties in carrying out proper
diagnosis of whether someone did have covid, or whether other medical
problems that the person was suffering from were more likely to have caused
the death. Some countries took a very tough line, saying that anybody with
covid died of covid, even though they might have had lots of other
conditions, so those countries had big figures, while other countries took a
rather narrow view and said, “Well, this person was in their mid-80s and they
were suffering from another a number of other conditions that might have led
to the difficulties.”

Andrew Bridgen:

Does the right hon. Gentleman share my concerns that the WHO refuses to
conduct any review of the recommendations it issued during the covid-19
pandemic, so sure is it that its advice and recommendations were absolutely
perfect? If we sign up to these instruments, we will only get more of the



same.

John Redwood:

That is one of my worries. We need more transparency, debate, discussion and
challenge of those in the well-paid positions at the WHO, so that science can
advance.

As I understand scientific method, it is not choosing a limited number of
scientists and believing everything they say; it is having a population of
talented and able scientists who challenge each other, because then we get
more truth out of the challenge and exchange of ideas. We do not want an
international body saying, “There’s only one way to look at this problem or
to think about it.” We need that process of challenge, and we need it to be
an accelerated process. When we have an urgent and immediate need of better
medicines, vaccines, procedures and approaches to lockdown or non-lockdown,
that is surely the time for healthy debate, constant review and sufficient
humility by all of us who venture opinions, because time and events could
disprove them very quickly. If that happens, we should learn from the process
and be honest about it, rather than saying that we were right all along and
there was only one possible approach.

That is all I wish to say, that I think we need much more accountability,
exposure and proper debate. Yes, the WHO can make an important contribution
and can be a forum for scientists, pharmaceutical companies and others who
will be part of the solution should we get some future wave of infection, but
please, Government, do not trust it with everything. Do not ensure that
future Ministers are unable to act responsibly and well in response to public
opinion and to medical opinion within our own country. Do not sell us short,
because that would also sell the world short. This country has a lot to offer
in these fields, and it will be best if we allow open debate, proper review
and serious challenge.

The Bank of England faces new critics

I am no longer a lonely voice complaining about the failure of the Bank of
England to keep inflation down, nor in  arguing about excessive tightening by
selling bonds at big losses when they have no need to do so.

The Lords Economic Affairs Committee recently produced a good report into the
problems at the Bank of England. They concluded that

Excess inflation in recent years was not just the result of external1.
shocks from the Ukraine war. It reflected monetary policy errors and
inadequate forecasting models.
The Bank did not have diverse thought around the table and ignored 2.
excess money growth as a possible cause of inflation
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They want documents published about the state guarantees against Bank3.
losses, and see this has brought into question the Bank’s independence
The Bank’s remit including matters like climate change is too wide and4.
should be more focused on inflation
The Bank needs to be subject to tougher scrutiny which should be5.
undertaken by Parliament to ensure it is properly challenged over its
models, its recruitment, it analysis and its results.

Last weekend the Telegraph ran a very critical article about the Bank,
expressing the fear that current policy will bring on a needless recession.
David Smith in the Times, a usual supporter and reporter of the Treasury/Bank
view was also more critical and concerned that policy in the UK was detaching
from the worlds of the ECB and Fed, and was too tight.

It is time the Bank listened to these valid points. They should announce they
are ending their bond sales into the markets, letting the bond portfolio
reduce as the bonds reach maturity and repayment. They should observe the ECB
is not selling any bonds into the market, and see that the Fed is now
signalling lower interest rates to come in 2024. All 3 Central banks made the
same mistakes with too much money and inflation in 2020-21. The Bank of
England seems to be the one that makes the reverse error more severely by
encouraging a recession.

Letter from National Highways

Please find below the letter that I recently received from National Highways:

15 December 2023

Dear John Redwood

National emergency area retrofit – M4 junctions J10-12

I am writing today to update you on the delivery of additional emergency
areas on existing smart motorways, and to explain what this means for the
stretch of the M4 in Berkshire.

In April, the Prime Minister announced the cancellation of new smart motorway
schemes and confirmed the government and National Highways would continue to
invest £900 million in further safety improvements on existing smart
motorways. This includes continued delivery of our commitments made in
response to the recommendations of Parliament’s Transport Select Committee
report The roll out and safety of smart motorways.

While our motorways are among the safest in the world, we recognise that some
people have concerns about being able to find a safe place to stop in an
emergency
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on all lane running (ALR) motorways where the hard shoulder has been
converted to a running lane, such as the stretch of the M4 between Heston and
Reading. We have listened to those concerns and have been developing a £390
million programme to roll out more emergency areas on ALR motorways, in
operation and construction.

Emergency areas provide a place to stop in an emergency if drivers cannot
exit the motorway or stop at a motorway service area. They are marked by blue
signs featuring an orange SOS telephone symbol. Each is coloured orange and
is around the same length as a football pitch. They are positioned at regular
intervals and have phones linked directly to our control rooms.

In comparison to January 2022, our emergency area retrofit programme will see
around 50% more emergency areas across the entire all lane running network,
giving drivers added reassurance. It’s a programme we’ll be working on in
phases, with the M4 having new areas added in the coming months. We published
this information to our website today
https://nationalhighways.co.uk/emergency-areas.

We will write to you again before we start work on the M4, to clarify how we
will manage the works, particularly in light of other work nearby, and how we
will be briefing those living near to the works.

Beyond the M4, our current retrofit programme will see more emergency areas
added on the M25, M5, M3, M20, M27 and the M1. Retrofitting more emergency
areas across the remainder of ALR motorways, is being considered as part of
formulating the third road investment strategy. This will be based on
evidence of the benefits of introducing them at initial locations across the
network, and whether the additional emergency areas help drivers to feel
safer.

This investment in new emergency areas, along with extra technology like
stopped vehicle detection, better and more signposting of emergency areas,
our public awareness campaigns promoting more information about smart
motorways, the updated Highway Code and more breakdown and safety advice such
as https://nationalhighways.co.uk/road-safety/breakdowns all aims to help
road users feel safe and be even safer on our roads.

Through all the work we are doing we are determined to further reduce the
number of casualties on our high-speed road network, to improve public
confidence in driving on our motorways, and to continue to build and operate
one of the safest and best performing road networks in the world.

The safety and confidence of people travelling on England’s motorways and
major A-roads is National Highways’ highest priority.  We are determined that
everyone using England’s motorways continues to benefit from one of the
safest and best performing road networks in the world.

I hope this is a helpful update. If you have any questions at all please do
not hesitate to contact me, my colleague Felicity Clayton who is leading on
the retrofit project
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(felicity.clayton@nationalhighways.co.uk) or the project team on
EAretrofit@nationalhighways.co.uk

Yours sincerely

Christine Allen

Operations Regional Director for the South East,

National Highways

The Western rules based system

The best features of the western system are the bases in democracy, free
speech and limited government. In recent years there has been a big rise in
international quangos, international law, and  Treaties seeking to constrain
the actions of individual nationally elected governments.  There has been a
parallel move to create more and more powerful so called independent bodies
within each state and the EU to do much of the work of government without
reference to the elected Ministers.

These moves have often been welcomed or even designed by the elected
governments themselves. Elected Ministers seemed to think if more was decided
and performed by independent bodies at international or national level they
would escape the blame if things went wrong. They believed that you could
find a range of talented independent experts who would solve problems and
manage things well. Elected Ministers would be free to travel around feeling
important and taking the credit.

This is of course nonsense. It is also dangerous because it creates a growing
gap between the elected party representatives and many of the electors. The
quangos often get it wrong, but leave the blame to Ministers who had no power
to change things short of changing the constitution of the bodies concerned
and taking back control. In the UK there have been spectacular failures. We
have an independent Bank of England charged with keeping inflation to 2%,
presiding over a rate which soared to 11%. We have an Environment Agency and
water regulator presiding over sewage dumping into rivers and threatening us
with water rationing in a country which gets plenty of rain much of the time.
We have an independent NHS England management charged with getting waiting
lists down and given record funding, only to see the waiting lists surge. I
could go on.

EU laws and quangos have destroyed most of the Social Democrat and Christian
Democrat major centre left and centre right parties by associating them in
office with over bureaucratic, high tax ,low growth policies for years. EU
politics is defined by challenger parties emerging, sometimes taking national
control, but then failing to change policy owing to EU constraints. Syriza,
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Vox, Forza, En Marche and others have risen and fallen in their turn.

What many of the public expect is for elected Ministers to consider expert
opinion but to come to good decisions based on examination and balance of the
various opinions on offer. Leaving the pandemic to pandemic scientists would 
not have been a good idea, as government needed to balance the needs of the
many who would not get a serious version of covid against the wish to protect
the vulnerable. The whole point of having a PM or President  was to ensure
priorities other than hitting covid were reflected in decisions.It is also a
strange idea that there is one strand of expert opinion which is bound to be
right.

I will have more to say on this in future postings.


